
Texas Freeze Campaign Pack  
 
Background 
 
One year ago, millions of Texans lost power 
in the cold when natural gas froze across the 
state. Texas politicians were asleep at the 
wheel - and gas companies made millions of 
dollars.  
 
Afterwards, Texas politicians didn’t fix the grid: 
there is still no requirement for gas companies to 
weather-proof their distribution equipment. 
Instead, Greg Abbott and state legislators 
passed bills making it harder to vote.  
 
It’s time to elect someone who wants to 
#FixTheGrid - and thinks that gas companies, 
not Texans, should pay for last year’s storm.  
 
We need elected leaders who will build 
infrastructure that keeps the lights on: 
transmission lines, clean energy jobs, battery 
storage, and energy efficient homes.  
 
How To Talk About the Winter 
Storm  
 
Be a resource 
As Texas hits grid reliability issues over the next 
few months, share warnings and tips from local 
agencies from your campaign account so that you’re helping voters in your area.  
 
Find your local agency alert system on this list, and share warnings on your social media accounts, 
during blockwalking, and when you’re phonebanking.  
 
Use personal narratives and photos 
Add photos of how you dealt with the winter storm to your social media, website, and campaign 
materials. 
 
Present your vision of a vibrant, resilient Texas - don’t get trapped in GOP narratives.  
During the winter storm, many politicians immediately (and falsely) blamed clean energy for the 
blackouts. Don’t get caught in the “blame-game” - your job is not to fact-check.  
 

Key Grid Reliability Dates  
Winter Storm Uri Anniversary: Feb 13- Feb 17 
 
Any time ERCOT/Abbott/etc issues grid reliability 
warnings: Feb 2-7 
 
In the winter, these are freezes that could take down 
gas and coal infrastructure. 

Texas does not have basic weather-proofing 
requirements for energy and gas infrastructure, 
and also has inefficient homes that leak hot air 
much faster than homes in other states.  

In the spring, electricity prices tend to swing wildly as 
weather changes and gas and wind availability 
fluctuates.   

We need better battery storage, transmission 
lines, and more solar energy to even this out.  

In the summer, hot temperatures create spikes in air 
conditioning, stressing the grid.  

Texas has inefficient homes that leak cool air 
much faster than in other states. In addition, 
Texas needs more solar energy to capture the 
sun’s energy in the summer.  
 
We need better home efficiency programs, and 
more solar energy to help grid reliability in the 
summer. 



Present your vision of a Texas with cheap electricity, a reliable grid, and millions of clean energy and 
infrastructure jobs.    
 
Great things to say:  

● We need more clean energy to keep the lights on: A quarter million Texans already work in 
clean energy, and we should keep building so we have abundant power supply. When gas 
freezes, we need backups. 

● We need to create millions of new infrastructure jobs: We need to hire more people in energy 
infrastructure. We need more electricians, HVAC technicians, solar installers, wind 
technicians, battery engineers, and construction workers to make sure this never happens 
again.  

● Gas companies should not profit when the lights go out: we need a fair energy system that 
protects Texans, not companies.  

● Winter Storm Uri happened thanks to gas freezes across the entire state. When gas freezes, 
we need backups.  

● Iowa gets 40% of its electricity from wind energy, and they don’t have these types of 
blackouts.  

 
Messages to avoid:  

● “Greg Abbott said that clean energy was responsible for the blackouts. This is false, according 
to engineering studies. Actually, gas was at fault” 

● Why avoid this? Because instead of telling people YOUR VISION for Texas, you’re spending 
most of your time explaining Greg Abbott’s vision of Texas, enforcing it in voters’ heads.  

 
Social Media & Campaign Content  
 
Personal Narrative: Look back through your photos from this time last year and pick out something to 
tweet with the hashtags #AbbottBlackout and #FixTheGrid 

● Explain how you were impacted by last year’s storm, and how you’re committed to fixing the 
grid.  

● Personal narratives are the best way to connect with people. Stories >> Science. 
● Check out the Texas Sierra Club’s twitter account for more ideas.  

 
Your Campaign As A Resource: Post “how to” guides for voters - then take photos of how you’re 
preparing for the next winter storm.  

● Here are some examples: 
○ Worried about a future blackout? Here’s a great resource on how to prepare: first, have 

a winter kit on hand. Next, prepare your home so pipes don’t freeze and you have 
drinking water. Third: beware of carbon monoxide poisoning: change the batteries on 
your carbon monoxide detectors! Finally - sign up for emergency alerts.  
#FixTheGrid.https://www.texastribune.org/2022/01/10/texas-winter-weather-how-to-
prepare/ 

○ While we’re waiting on our politicians to #FixTheGrid, here’s how we’re preparing for 
the next winter storm! What are you doing to prepare? 

■ Attach photos of how you’re preparing 
■ Ask folks to engage with your post 



 
Explain the broader context: Share short “explainers” on what happened last year.  

● This explainer video from Environment Texas and Public Citizen is a great place to start: 
○ Twitter: https://twitter.com/EnvironmentTex/status/1488948522707791875  
○ Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/EnvironmentTexas/videos/2777697299042663/?extid=NS-
UNK-UNK-UNK-IOS_GK0T-GK1C  

○ Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tv/CZfOjXXDTJK/?utm_medium=copy_link  
 

Beyond campaign messaging: learn more & stay updated 
 
Organizations To Follow & Repost 

● Doug Lewin:  
○ https://twitter.com/douglewinenergy  

● Texas Climate Caucus in the Texas State Legislature 
○ https://twitter.com/TXClimateCaucus  

● Texas Sierra Club 
○ https://twitter.com/TexasSierraClub  
○ https://www.facebook.com/TexasSierraClub/  
○ The Turn Texas Green PAC: https://www.turntexasgreen.org/  

● Environment Texas 
○ https://twitter.com/EnvironmentTex  
○ https://www.facebook.com/EnvironmentTexas  

● Public Citizen Texas 
○ https://twitter.com/PublicCitizenTX  
○ https://www.facebook.com/publiccitizentx/  

● Commission Shift 
○ https://twitter.com/commissionshift 
○ https://commissionshift.org/  

● Texas Land and Liberty Coalition: Republican-oriented group 
○ https://twitter.com/TXLLCoalition 

● Chispa Texas 
○ https://twitter.com/ChispaTexas  
○ https://www.facebook.com/ChispaTX  

● Climate Cabinet Action 
○ https://twitter.com/Climate_AF 

 

Texas Freeze Deep-Dives 
Here’s some helpful background to help you understand the grid failure from last year, if you would 
like. But, you don’t need to be a grid expert to win your campaign! What’s more important is that you 
communicate a personal narrative of why you care, and that you have a positive solution for a resilient 
Texas.  

● Nearly a year after Winter Storm Uri's devastation, where are we on grid resilience?  
● The Texas Freeze: A Timeline  
● Texas Monthly's 2022 Update 

 

Contact Us 
Want to chat more? Reach out at info@climatecabinet.org  


